
How To Demo SenseMotion™ Insignia!

GETTING STARTED USING THE REMOTE 
1. Press the      once on the massager and a light will show. 
2. Turn on the remote by pressing the “+” button once. The remote is now in SenseMotion™ Mode 1, and you will 
 feel a quiet vibration. Turning the remote vertically will change the vibration power. 
3. Wireless connection takes a few seconds. Once connected, the vibrations in the remote will mirror the vibrations 
 in the massager.  

Mode 1, tilt the remote. When 
tilted vertically, the vibration is at its maximum strength. Have the 
customer hold the massager while you tilt the remote, then 

 let them try!

remote. SenseMotion™ Mode 2 is the shake mode. The faster 
you shake it, the stronger the vibrations will be!

1. 10% Intensity

2. 100% Intensity

intensity to 100%

SENSEMOTION™ MODES:

 6 STANDARD VIBRATION MODES
Press the     button again, it will take you to Mode 3. This is the first mode out of the 6 pre-programmed 
vibration modes available.
Now you can alter vibration intensity by pressing the “+” or “–“ buttons on the remote.  
Continue to press the    button to cycle through the 6 additional modes.
You can also use the remote without the vibrations in the 6 standard modes. Simply press and hold the  
button for 5 seconds, and vibrations will turn off. A light will pulse to show to pattern of the vibrations. 
To turn off the remote, hold down the “–“ button . To turn off the massager, press the      for 3 seconds.

USING YOUR MASSAGER WITHOUT THE REMOTE
If you want to use the product without the remote, simply 
press the       button on the massager itself. To select from 
6 standard vibration modes, press the     button to cycle 
through the modes. 

All of the pre-programmed vibrations are set to 100% 
intensity when used without the remote. 
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SENSEMOTION™ INSIGNIA COMMON BENEFITS

 Ultra-smooth, body-safe silicone

 100% waterproof, submersible to 1 meter/ 3 feet

 8 Adjustable Stimulation Modes (2 SenseMotion™)

 Remote-Controlled, 12 meter range

 1-Year Warranty and 10 Year Guarantee
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